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. HD Online Player (Aparichit full hd movie in hindigolk)Report: US Army to purchase $1 billion
more weapons The U.S. Army will soon spend roughly $1 billion more to purchase more

equipment and weapons. The Washington Times reported Tuesday that the Army will spend $1
billion of "urgent-needs funding for ammunition and materiel" to support the war in Iraq.

According to the report, the total amount will be roughly $1.2 billion, with the money coming
from the Pentagon’s fiscal 2011 budget of about $455 billion. The article points out the Army
faces a tight budget, and will be moving towards focusing on missions in the U.S. and further

afield. The report did not specify the weapons or materiel the Army will be purchasing. Sailesh
Nayak, Pentagon spokesman, had only this to say in regard to the report: "None of these items

were recommended for the 'urgent needs' list. They were obtained as part of the regular, annual
defense program." Over the past few years, new weapons, equipment and systems have been
introduced to the Army by the Pentagon to help in the Iraq War, including additional high-tech
communication systems. A recently released report by ABC News’ “Nightline” program found

that the Army’s “digital battlefield” communication systems helped to jam the enemy’s
communication equipment, and to relay real-time information to U.S. troops in the field. Nayak
said: “The digital battlefield communications system in Iraq is obviously one of the first that can
be demonstrated as having worked. … It is a program that has worked in a number of areas of
the world, and also in the U.S.” The Army’s Integrated Communications System (ICS) is a new

communications technology that was introduced to the battlefield in 2006. So far, ABC’s source,
former senior military intelligence officer, has charged that the system has worked as advertised.
“The system’s being used effectively in the field,” the report stated. “The way we talk about it is
it’s taking the old method of what you used to do with a map and a compass, and applying it to a

modern battle environment.” ABC’s source has also said that the ICS
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played by Vedhika, who loses his means of support and. HD Online Player (Aparichit full hd

movie in hindigolk) N. Gilu Raja (2015) Hindi 720p Dubbed DDL Full Movie. Edit Image Gallery. is
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